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1 Introduction
This Transport Impact Statement (TIS) has been prepared by Transcore on behalf of
Oakover Vineyards with regards to a development application for additional food
production and cold storage / freezer buildings, office and staff amenities at the
existing Oakover Grounds at Lot 65 (No.14) Yukich Close, Middle Swan, in the City
of Swan.
This TIS takes into consideration the construction of a new car park to formalise the
parking provision for event parking that already occurs at the subject site.
The subject site is approximately 66,754m2 in area which is bounded on the southern
and western sides by Yukich Close, an access road connecting to Great Northern
Highway. The northern and eastern boundary are adjacent to vineyards owned by the
owners of the subject site. The western boundary is partially bounded by Yukich
Close, which terminates in a cul-de-sac as shown in Figure 1. The two houses adjacent
to this northern section of Yukich Close are owned and occupied by members of the
same family as the owners of the subject site.
The Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines (WAPC, Vol 4 – Individual
Developments, August 2016) states: “A Transport Impact Statement is required for
those developments that would be likely to generate moderate volumes of traffic 1 and
therefore would have a moderate overall impact on the surrounding land uses and
transport networks”. Section 6.2 of Transcore’s report provides details of the estimated
trip generation for the proposed development. Accordingly, as the total peak hour
vehicular trips are estimated to be less than 100 trips, a Transport Impact Statement
is deemed appropriate for this development.
Key issues that will be addressed in this report include the traffic generation and
distribution of the proposed development, access and egress movement patterns,
parking demand and supply.

1

Between 10 and 100 vehicular trips per hour
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Figure 1: Subject site

Figure 2: Location of the subject site
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2 Proposed Development
The subject site currently has extensive vineyards and winery supplemented by coffee
production and processing on site, restaurant and function facilities. In addition, this
site is part of a larger overall site that has already been given planning approval for
special events (music festivals) with up to 16,000 people attending once or twice a
year.
The proposed development application involves addition of approximately 4,100m2
GFA of food production and cold storage / freezer buildings (including lean-to) and
an administration building and staff amenities in the order of 1200m2 GFA.
The proposal also adds a new 202-bay car park, increasing total on-site car parking to
approximately 290 spaces.
It is understood that the existing hospitality functions at the subject site can already
generate that level of parking demand during special events, with overflow parking
currently accommodated on-site in informal, unsealed parking areas within the site.
Accordingly, the increase in formal parking provision does not represent an increase
in traffic generation as those hospitality events already occur on site.
It is understood that the owners’ intentions for the site include expansion of food and
beverage production and processing on the site that currently supplements the
existing winery operations.
Deliveries and waste collections will be accommodated within the development site.
The new proposed hardstand loading area on the northern side of the buildings and
existing loading docks on the western side will accommodate the delivery vehicles
and waste collection trucks.
The proposed development plans are included for reference in Appendix A.
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3 Vehicle Access and Parking
3.1 Access
The existing main access for the subject site comprises a full movement crossover on
Yukich Close, which is the existing access road connecting to Great Northern
Highway.
A secondary access was approved in 2019 from the existing cul-de-sac bulb at the
northern end of Yukich Close to facilitate delivery vehicle and service vehicle
movements and rear access to the winery via an internal access road.
Figure 3 shows the location of the existing main access (crossover 1) and existing
secondary access (crossover 2) to the subject site.

Figure 3: Development crossovers
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The existing main driveway from crossover 1 provides access to the existing car park
and will also provide access to the new car park included in this development
application.
The existing secondary access via crossover 2 will continue to provide access for
delivery vehicles and waste collection trucks at the existing loading docks on the
western side and new proposed hardstand loading area on the northern side of the
development.

3.2 Parking
The current proposal adds a new 202-bay car park, increasing total on-site car parking
to approximately 290 spaces.
It is considered that the proposed parking supply is sufficient to meet the needs of the
proposed development.
The current staff parking demand is understood to be approximately 20 cars on
weekdays and weekends as reported for the previous 2019 development application.
The proposed current development application will approximately double the floor
area of the existing food and beverage production facilities on site, so it is anticipated
that the staff parking demand would also increase proportionally.
Visitor parking demand is generally relatively low during weekdays and peaks on
weekends, with the carpark reportedly being full on busy weekends. For special
events at the function facilities on-site parking currently overflows onto the extensive
grassed areas within the site, particularly along both sides of the existing driveway
from Yukich Close. Therefore, the proposed parking supply is considered to be more
than sufficient for normal busy days and will provide more appropriate sealed parking
areas to accommodate the additional parking demand that already occurs for special
events at this site.
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4 Provision for Service Vehicles
The applicant has advised that goods are delivered to the site from Monday to Friday
between the hours of 7am and 3pm. Delivery of incoming goods takes place by
means of delivery vehicles ranging from 1 pallet to the size of a Pantech truck. In
addition, imported containers are delivered 2 at a time during the week between the
same working hours.
Outwards deliveries are done between the hours of 5am and 3pm. The vehicles used
range from 1 pallet delivery vehicles to 14 pallet delivery vehicles. They use 7 vehicles
in total. All vehicles currently operate from a hardstand at the rear of the warehouse.
Vehicles are either loaded by means of forklift or by use of the 4 loading docks that
are in operation onsite.
Deliveries and waste collection trucks will continue to access the development via
the existing secondary crossover on Yukich Close for access to the existing loading
docks on the western side and new proposed hardstand loading area on the northern
side of the development.
Waste and service vehicles are expected to access the site during weekdays and not
during weekend peak periods.
The internal access roads provide a continuous access route through both car parks
and the hardstand areas to provide a 6-metre-wide emergency access route all the
way round the proposed development.
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5 Hours of Operation
Hours of operation on weekdays are from 5am until 10pm Monday to Friday
The existing restaurant and cellar door facilities operate from 8am to 4pm,
Wednesday to Sunday.
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6 Daily Traffic Volumes and Vehicle Types
6.1 Trip Generation
The existing operation of the subject site is understood to involve approximately 20
staff vehicles per day during weekdays and weekends and up to 400 to 500 visitors
per day on a busy weekend. Visitors typically include about 3 buses / coaches (say
40 passengers each) and cars generally carrying 2 to 4 people each (assume 2.5
people per car on average). Therefore existing, typical busy weekend daily traffic
arrivals are currently as follows:
20 staff vehicle arrivals;
3 buses / coaches; and
112 to 152 visitor car arrivals
Total 135 to 175 vpd in / 135 to 175 vpd out
Delivery vehicles and waste collection generally do not operate on weekends.
Existing weekday traffic flows are significantly lower but do include delivery and waste
collection vehicles. It is understood that about 4 to 7 trucks per day typically arrive at
the site including one or two containers per week. Generally, these are rigid trucks up
to 10m long but the largest vehicles to visit the site would include 19m semi-trailers
carrying 20-foot or 40-foot sea containers such as the one shown arriving on site in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Semi-trailer delivering container to site
The proposed development application will approximately double the floor area of
the existing food and beverage production facilities on site, so it is anticipated that
staff vehicles and truck traffic could also increase proportionally (on weekdays only).
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Ultimately, it is understood this could involve movement of up to 800 containers per
year; typically one or two per day and up to five per day maximum. In addition, local
deliveries may involve up to 5 trucks per day and up to 15 trucks per day for dispatch.
Therefore, weekday traffic generation may increase to inbound traffic flows of 40 staff
vehicles, up to 24 rigid trucks and 1 to 5 semi-trailers per day and similar outbound
traffic flows (compared to existing staff / truck movements of approximately 20 cars
and 4-7 trucks per day). This represents a potential increase of up to 20 cars, up to 20
rigid trucks and 1-5 semi-trailers each way, per weekday (i.e. an increase of up to 45
vpd in / 45 vpd out).

6.2 Impact on Surrounding Roads
The WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines (2016) provides the following
guidance on the assessment of traffic impacts:
“As a general guide, an increase in traffic of less than 10 percent of capacity would not
normally be likely to have a material impact on any particular section of road, but
increases over 10 percent may. All sections of road with an increase greater than 10
percent of capacity should therefore be included in the analysis. For ease of assessment,
an increase of 100 vehicles per hour for any lane can be considered as equating to
around 10 percent of capacity. Therefore, any section of road where development
traffic would increase flows by more than 100 vehicles per hour for any lane should be
included in the analysis.”
As discussed in section 6.1 the proposed development application would only result
in increases of up to 45 vpd per lane on Yukich Close. Peak hourly traffic flows are
typically about 20% of daily traffic flows for industrial type developments, so this
would only equate to an increase of 9 vph per lane on Yukich Close, which is nowhere
near the quoted WAPC threshold of 100 vph and therefore does not warrant further
detailed analysis. Accordingly, the impact on the surrounding road network will be
insignificant.
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7 Traffic Management on the Frontage
Streets
Yukich Close, south of the subject site, is a two-lane rural road with no pedestrian
path in the immediate vicinity of the subject site. It is classified as an Access Road in
the Main Roads WA Functional Road Hierarchy.

Figure 5: Main driveway crossover on Yukich - Looking west

Figure 6: Northern leg of Yukich Close - Looking north from T-intersection
Yukich Close, west of the subject site, which terminates in a cul de sac, is a two-lane
rural road with no pedestrian path. It is classified as an Access Road in the Main Roads
WA Functional Road Hierarchy.
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8 Public Transport Access
The subject site has access to public transport services via bus routes 310 and 311
along Great Northern Highway, providing connectivity to surrounding suburbs and
Midland Station. However, these are relatively low frequency services apart from
weekday AM and PM peak periods.
These bus services run on Great Northern Highway approximately 700m east of the
existing driveway to the subject site. Nearby public transport services are shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Public transport services (Transperth Maps)
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9 Pedestrian Access
There are no pedestrian paths to the subject site on the adjacent road network
although pedestrians can walk on the unsealed shoulders of Yukich Close and the
grassed verges of the existing driveway.
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10 Cycle Access
The Perth Bike Map illustrated in Figure 8 indicates that there are no bicycle facilities
on Yukich Close although this low volume access street is suitable for cyclists to use
to access the subject site.

Figure 8: Existing bicycle facilities
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11 Site Specific Issues
No specific issues were identified for the subject site within the scope of this
assessment.
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12 Safety Issues
No other safety issues were identified within the scope of this assessment.
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13 Conclusions
This Transport Impact Statement (TIS) has been prepared by Transcore on behalf of
Oakover Vineyards with regards to a development application for additional food
production and cold storage / freezer buildings, administration building and staff
amenities at the existing Oakover Grounds at Lot 65 (No.14) Yukich Close, Middle
Swan, in the City of Swan.
This TIS takes into consideration the construction of a new car park to formalise the
parking provision for event parking that already occurs at the subject site.
The proposal also adds a new 202-bay car park, increasing total on-site car parking to
approximately 290 spaces.
It is understood that the existing hospitality functions at the subject site can already
generate that level of parking demand during special events, with overflow parking
currently accommodated on-site in informal, unsealed parking areas within the site.
Accordingly, the increase in formal parking provision does not represent an increase
in traffic generation as those hospitality events already occur on site.
The proposed development will facilitate expansion of food and beverage production
and processing on the site that currently supplements the existing winery operations.
This is anticipated to result in an increase in staff and delivery truck movements that
may ultimately see a potential increase of up to 45 vpd in / 45 vpd out on weekdays
and no significant increase on weekends.
For this type of development that is only likely to equate to increases of up to 9
vehicles per hour per traffic lane on Yukich Close, which would not have any
significant impact on the surrounding road network.
In conclusion the findings of this Transport Impact Statement are supportive of the
proposed new access arrangements.
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Appendix A
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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